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The Honourable Janet Ecker
Ministry of Community and Social Services
6th Floor, Hepburn Block
-· ..-.
80 Grosvenor Street
Toronto, Ontario .
M7A 1E9
Dear Minister Ecker:

of

key provisions in the Child and
The Panel of Experts on Child Protection has completed its review
Eamjly Servjces Act. We are pleased to submit our report, Protectjng vulnerable Children.
· The completion of this legislative review has been a rewarding. and challenging task for. the panel
members •. We have welcomed the opportunity to offer our views on the future direction of child .
protection in this .Province. Within the tim~ allotted, we f'!ave endeavoured to give full and fair
consideration to the legi$lative Issues within the context of the Panel's m~ndate.
c

The Panel has been impressed by the preparation, energy and commitment of those who made oral
and written presentations. We were particularly impressed by the young persons interviewed; they
were eloquent in their plea for a more caring and more effective ct'!,ild protection system. We hope
our recommendations will improve the safety, protection and well-being of all vulnerable children in
this Province and enhance their opportunities for secure, affectionate and nurturing care. ·
Yours very truly,

~. ~& ~ ~~'
Judge Ma~ne Hatton (Chair)
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EXECUTIVE $UMMARY ·.
Following. the deaths of Ontario
while receiving
the ·
. .children
.
·.. .
. child welfare: services
'
'
Minister of Community and Social
Services created a panel of eight experts to examine
.
.
.,
the Child snd
. Family Services Act. . The Panel was asked to indicate whether or not
the legislation should be amended.

The Panel determined that the decl~ration of principles and the ·criteria f~r ,best ·
.. .
interests
in the Act
revision to ensure that the. safety,
pr.o tection and
·
.
. require
.
..
. well.-being
. .

~f each child are paramOU!'\t. The need's of the child must be the dominant factors in
making any decision.
..

.The

Pan~l
g~ve
.

careful consideration to whether
. the. current legislation

'

addr~sses
.. . .

adequately the issue of children suffering from neglect. The Panel concluded that
.

,

.

.

.

.

while opinions vary as to whetf.l.E;r neglect is included in the Act,. practice regarding

i~tervention in neglect is in~onsistent. ·Even. if the Act could be interpreted to cover
neglect leading to physical harm, it does not cov~r negiect leading to developmental
.
.
.
.
·'
·•
or emotional harm. The Panel. recomr:nended that neglect .be included in the Act with
a definitiqn and examples.

The Panel concluded that changes were necessary to the grounds for finding a child
in need of protection. There should be more.focus on the characteristics, past conduct
and behaviour of the caregivers wliEm determining the risk of physical, developmental
or emotional harm to a child. Exposure .to family violence should be included

a~

!:1

separate ground for protection and the Act should at,~thorize the removal of the·
perpetrator from the child's residence.

1

i:

. f: ''· i.;.:"
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The Panel determined the requirement that the risk of harm be. .,substantial,. was too
onerous and did .not always adequately protect children. A less onerous test, such as
likelihood of harm, should be considered. The Panel recommended that assessm~nts
and information about

p~st

parenting be available and admissible at any stage of the

court process.
The interpretatiofl of the Act ~as f~und to . be ~nconsistent within sectors and across
all sectors .. There is considerable variation in the interpretation and

applic~tion

of such

key concepts as the least restrictive course of action, substantial risk and the
autonomy and integrity of the family.

Lengthy delays i':l the decision-making process

are common; In the report, the Panel discusses these problems and recommends
legislative changes.

Th,e Panel determined that, for the most part, the legislation is clear with respect to
roles and responsibilities.

However, the provisions for duty to report and the

provisions for information-~haring in the legislation are inadequate. There is also a
wide variance in how roles and responsibilities are carried out. For example, there is
lack of adherence to mandatory

tim~

limits and failure to enforce court orders.. A

number of legislative and non-legislative

recommenda~ions

have been made to address

these issues.

The Panel recognizes that legislative change is only one aspect of the solution. Of
critical importance are the Panel's recommendations regarding the availability · of
adequate resources and the need for a mandated review of the interpretation,
application and impact of legislative change.

March 1998
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0

• •

The rec.e nt deaths of Ontario'· Children white receiving child welfare servi~es h~e raised .
.

.

con~erns about child prote~tion practices, poiicies and legislation in Ontario. The·Child
Mortality Task Force and Co~oners' juries which examined. these ~eaths ~aised specific
·concerns as to whether or mrt the legislation adequately protected .'children from abuse
·and neglect. The task force an~ individual juries recommended amendments to the .
legislation that governs child protection, the Chiid and Family Servic'ss Act.

At the same time the views of those working in the child protection system differed
.greatly as to whether the problem was the legislation itself or the way in which the

.

''0 (_~..~~ :~~.~ . ~ ··..··. •:;. ; ,,

'-

..

legislation was being interpreted.· There was also no consensus
on what constituted
' .
..
.
neglect, and whether it was included in the present legislation.
.·
'

.To address these issues, -the Minister of Community and Sociat Services, Janet€cker,
~ · -~

announced the cieation of a. panel of eight experts to examine -key aspects ·of the Chifd, . : · ·
.
.
.
.
. . ~ ;·:.::- . . ..
snd Family Services Act. The Pane1 was asked to prov-ide a report which specifically
indicated whether or not the legislation should be amended.
!

The Panel has recommended legislative changes.

.
It is important
'

~o

.....; ·. '

•.

emphasize that

legislative amendments are only one aspect of the sot uti on to the curren~ -prob1ems in .
the deliver)t·of child protection services. The Panel recognizes the importance of many
.

.

.

.

.

other initiatives which intersect with and impact on these legislative recommendations.

3
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The issues to be. addressed are complex and require a careful consideration of many
factors. The present lack o~ e.mpirical .data regarding practice and implementation
issues was ascertained by the Panel. However, there was a broad consensus of
experience and views from. many sectors on the key issues examined by the .Panel.

Critical to the syccessful implementation of any legislative change is the provision of
adequate resources. Throughout the review, the Panel was continually reminded that
adequacy of resources affects the ability of service providers to intervene, assess and
treat.

Equally important is the 11eed to ensure that child welfare is addressed as a community
responsibility affecting each citizen.

Growing knowledge with regard to the

importance of early childhood experiences supports the need to ensure that a range
of community services are available to.,,families from birth to adulthood. Members of
all sectors expressed their

~esir~· and willingness
r ·._
,. . . .:

to collaborate and plan as equal ·

-~~· :·. :1·

partners with child protection agencies to ensure the protection and well-being of
vulnerable children.

METHODOLOGY
The Panel was announced on November 14, 1997. The eight members of the Panel
were Judge Mary Jane Hatton (Chair), Justice Grant Campbell, Detective Hector
Colantoni, Mr. Rick Ferron, Dr. Dirk Huyer, Ms. Theresa Johnson Ortiz, Dr. He:miet
March 1998
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MacMillan and Dr. Nico Trocme.

The members were chosen based on their

demonstrated experience, expertise and commitment to child welfare. Their collective
backgrounds include frontline, management and professional experience iri the fields
of

child welfare, social work, law, justice, education, foster care, Native servic"e

delivery, law enforcement, medicine, psychiatry, and forensic investigation.

As a guide to their activities the ~aiiel was specifically asked to consider the following
'

questions:
1.

Do the provisions in the legislation reflect the right balance between
protection of children and family preservation?

.

t~

2.

Is the legislation clear with respect

3.

Is the burden of proof for finding a child in need of protection from abuse

"child in need_ of protection'?

r

or neglect at an appropriate level?

4.

Is the legislation being properly interpreted and applied at key decision
points, e.g., intake, type o.f service, court proceedings, planning for the
stable and long-termplacement of children?

q.

Is the legislation clear about the roles and responsibilities of different
service sectors?

The Panel was asked to examine selected materials including relevant court decisions,
recommendations from Coroners' inquests, the report of the Child Mortality Task
March 1998
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Force, recent research, practice in other jurisdictions and emerging themes from
compliance reviews.

The Panel convened its first meeting in mid-November 1997 ~nd moved through initial
orientation into the development of an action plan within a four-month time frame as
required by the Minister.

The action plan called for a comprehensive review of

selected materials and research. Panel discussion of this material was followed by
twenty-six oral presentations to the Panel in late November and throughout December.
Information developed during this two month period was compiled a.nd used to .guide
focus group discussions held in communities across the Province. At these locations,
the Panel also met with selected groups of individuals representing child welfare,
.-,;·

· •"'"':";

,

l

justice, health, foster parents, p;arents, youth and varied community service provi~ers.
Ice storms in eastern Ontario necessitated a change in two of the planned visits; these
I

.

two focus groups were later conducted via teleconference. In total the Panel spoke
to over three hundred and fifty individuals . between November and February
representing all major geographic regions in Ontario, and a mix of urban and rural .
comm1,.1nities (see Appendix C). The Chair of the Panel was present at all meetings.

The Panel received written submissions from eighty-six individuals and organizations.

Throughout the course of its work the Panel encountered diligence, cooperation and
commitment from all sectors.

Individuals and groups went out of their way to

accommodate the Panel's deadlines and schedules. The quality of the presentations

...,

and submissions was excellent. •. ·

6.
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In February, the Panel reviewed all written submissions and presentationsto formulate
the recommendations and to prep~r:~· the \(\'ritten report for submission to th_e Minist~r
in early March 1998.

'

OVERVIEW
The Child & Family Services Act, which was proClaimed in 1984, replaced The Child
Welfare Act of 1978. The new Act afforded greater legal rights, both substantive ·and

procedural, to parents and children. _ The Child & Family Services Act limited the
intrusion of child protection agencies into the family, except in cas13s of ctearly defined
harm to children. A set of principles was introduced into the Act for the delivery of,
integrated services to families anq .c;:hildren and a best interests test was developed to
(

gui~e

•

.

. ~ . . -:.;.~~ (1:':

.

: . ;

..

the decisions and the planning for children.

Although the Child & Family services Act achieved many of its goals, the Panel has
concluded that key provisions in the current legisiation have ·limited the ability of child
protection agencies to protect children from serious harm or risk of serious harm. The
legislative principles regarding the least restrictive or disruptive course of action and
the autonomy and integrity·of the family have been emphasized to the detriment of the
child's safety,_protection and well-being.

7
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Where the rights of the parents have been in conflict with the needs o~ the child, the·
legislation has not always been interpreted in accordance with its apparent primary
purpose to promote the best interests of the child.

The Child and Family Services Act did not anticipate the changes in society which
last decade. Since the writing of the Child and
have affected child protection c in .the
\,.. • .

Family $ervices Act,

there is increased recognition and understanding of the

importance of early childhood development. There is also an· increased awareness and
appreciation of the needs of older children and young adults for continued care and
stability . .

After careful review, the Panel has reached the conclusion that the principles and b~st
.
.
interests test require revision to ensure that the imerests of the child predominate in
any decision or in any action. The Act requires simple concepts and plain language
which will contribute to a common understc;mding and interpretation.

The ability of protection workers to intervene early and assess the family's ability to
meet the child's physical, developmental and emotional needs is crucial. The focus on
..., 'ti1 ~·,:
non-intrusion into the family by the state has contributed to barriers in obtaining crucial
I

information about a child.

1

1

,

• 1

Accurate, timely reporting and information-sharing is

necessary for the investigation, assessment and planning regarding the needs of
children and their families.

Not only is information about the parent's current situation important but access to
records related to past parenting of any child and past conduct in general is equally

8
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vital. This information is essential to a thorough investigation and early assessment
by protection workers. It is also crucial that this information be made available to the
judge at all decision-making stages of the court process.

Protection workers must be able to have access to the child and to have the authority
to apprehend the child if required. The tests for apprehension and for seeking interim
care of the child shoufd be consistent and should focus on the safety and well-being
of the child, in addition to the least di$ruptive intervention for the child.

Tne present grounds for determining when a child is in need of protection have limited
'

.

.

the ability of agencies to protect children.

The requirement that the child be at

substantial risk of harm is too onerous.

.

'

There is new knowledge and understanding regarding the damaging impact of child
(

'

neglect, emotional abuse and exposure to domestic violence. These developments·
need to be more explicitly reflected in the spectrum of legislative interventions.

It is hoped that earlier intervention will. prevent or at least minimize the damage to
vulnerable children and increase the opportunities for effective and earlier services to
children and parents. Earlier investigation and assessment by protection workers is
a key component of any child protection intervention.

The protection worker must receive ~pecialized training and have the tim~, ability and
;. • ) ~: (-f.( •

resources to accurately

asse~s

~ '

.

I •

the risk factors to the child as well _as the parenting

capacity of the primary caregivers. The evidence, knowledge, training and opinions
9
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that caused the protection worker's interventions should be admissible in court
I

.

• I

~

.

proceedings. Not only will the ~~j~~nce of the protection worker be instructive, it will
be subject to appropriate scrutiny and evaluation.

Provided the parents have the capacity and motiv.ation to change, the appropriate
available services should be provided. The intervention plan by the agency must
establish realistic goals for the child, the parents and _the service providers, and must
include measurable outcomes. Where there is opposition to the agency's plan of care,
the parents should prepare their own plan of care which sets out their parenting
responsibilities and goals.

than the least
Each intervention should be
the least disruptive for the child, rather
•
.
J
intrusive for the family.

,

The over-riding consideration must remain the safety,

protection and well-being .of the individual .child. If the child cannot be protected from
:=\,~~(~ : ·

,' ·: .

! ·~

l,' '

. ~..

harm nor provided with the necessary stability and continuity of care within the family,
a ·plan for the child's permanent care must be developed. Any such plan must be childfocussed. The need for stability and permanency is particularly important for children
in their earliest years.

If a permanent wardship order is being mac;te, the issue of the child's need to maintain
meaningful

posi~ive

relationships with significant others and the need to secure

permanency for the child through adoption must be carefully weighed.

Both

considerations may need to be accommodated.

10
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All children, ~ut particularly younger children, suffer from lengthy delays in planning
and decision-making for their permanent care.

Maximum time limits in the·legislation .

must be geared to the age of the child. However, the legislation must clearly indicate
tha~

these are absolute maximums of the accumu_lation of all periods in care and not

just .continuous time in care on the most recent occasion. ·The maximum times are
not appropriate targets in cases when earlier .decision-making is warranted.

.

.

· ··'· .

If a non-agency assessment is necessary and

will address issues not already covered

in the protection worker's assessment, the non-agency assessment should be arranged
at th·e. earliest possible stage in the
proceedings. Tlie referral or order· should include
.
specific instructions outlining why the assessment is needed and which clinical issues
are to be addressed. Assessment reports should be provided to the agency workers,
the parents and the judges at all decision-making ·stages of the court process. The
r

time frames to minimize delay for
assessments must be delivered within reasonable
.
the child.

Procedural and evidentiary requirements of the court process appear to cause
· significant delay in permanency planning for children. There is a compelling plea for ·
.. ~

• .' <: .'

{' •

the legal system to address, in a

f.

:

: '

'

compreh~nsive

way, the need for timely decisi·on-

making.

This system should include effective caseflow management, efficient
.
.
evidentiary procedures and a civil standard of proof. Judicial decisions should respect
the child's need for stability, continuity and permanence as early as reasonably
possible, taking into account the

child~s

developmental stage.

Court orders for

supervisi.on and wardship should reflect the plans of care and set out explicit goals,

11
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services and outcomes. These orders should be monitored. Non-compliance with
these orders must be reported and consequences identified for such non-compliance.

Other alternatives to the potentially adversarial court process are available and should
be considered by parties and judges. Mediation by trained and knowledgeable persons
and other dispute-resolution strategies could be beneficiiill in certain cases and should
be made available on a voluntary basis.

The legislation must clearly and unequivocally establish that the paramount objective

!

of our society is to ensure each child's entitlement to safety, protection and well-

i
i
!

being. The prevention

of child

abuse and neglect and the appropriate interventions to

alleviate harm to children is everyone's responsibility. This shared goal begins with the

lI
'l

""'

timely reporting of abuse and neglect and the cooperative sharing of information across
all sectors. It continues through the investigation and assessment stages and during
the provision of family support services.

When intervention and court action are

required, there is a strong need for all of the participants in the justice system
(including protection workers, service providers, assessors, lawyers, judges and
administrators) to work together in a coordinated collaborative way to achieve the
most fair, efficient and effective decision-making process for children and their
caregivers. All of the sectors, including other service providers and other ministries,
must be clear about their roles and responsibilities in ensuring compliance, consistency
!

. and accountability throughout the child protection system.
":. ·. \j~

12
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RECO M M..EN DATI 0 N S
.'

~

:.

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES

Section· 1 of the Act sets out a list of guiding principles,. for the interpretation and
implementation of the legislation. The principles attempt to balance the rights of the
family to be free from involuntary unwarranted state interference and the need for
state intervention; where appropriate, to protect the well-being of vulnerable children.
Although the Act

~ets

out as a paramount· objective the promotion of the best

interests, protection and well-being of children, other potentially competitive principles
such as uthe autonomy and integrity of the family unit" and uthe least restrictive or
disruptive course of action to help a child or family" are also ·set out as. important
objectives. These other objectives have been interpreted in such a way as to ovriremphasize the rights and i_ntei'e~ts of p~rents rather than the needs of the child. This
over-emphasis on the rights of the parents has impacted several areas of child
protection policy, practice and

decision-making~

For example, it has been difficult to

obtain information about a child's situation, to investigate adequately and to intervene
in an effective and timely manner for the child. In the ~vent of a conflict between the
rights of the parents and the needs of the child, the lack of clarity as to which principle
has priority has compromised the safety, protection and well-being of some children.

The declaration of principles needs to state clearly that each child i~ entitled to safety,
protection .and well-being. as the fundamental and dominant purpose of the legislation

March 1998
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and that all other purposes are secondary. This over-riding principle should stand apart
from any list of other purposes to emphasize its importance.

The other purposes must focus on the least disruptive intervention for the child and
the child's needs.

14
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BEST INTERESTS
":

•'

There is confusion caused by the different considerations in the list of purposes in
Section 1 of the Act and. the list of criteria for best interests in Part Ill of the Act.
Where the court is directed to make certain decisions based on best interests in Part

IIJ, it is unclear whether the court is required to refer to the guiding principles in
addition to best interests. The criteria·for best inter~sts should be consistent with the
guiding ·principles wherever possible.

All interim and final orders for ·supervision, wardship and access should be decided
using the same criteria and that criteria should be the child's best interests.

15
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SUBSTANTIAL RISK

The use of the test of substantial risk has left chUdren in dangerous situations. The
Panel frequently heard that too much evidence is required to meet the test and the
burden of proof is too onerous.
Since the introduction of this test there has been a
.
. I .
wide range of judicial

interpre~att6Hs on the meaning of the word •substantial... A less

onerous test is ne~essary to ensure the safety, protection and well-being of children.

EXPANSION OF GROUNDS FOR PROTECTION
·r ...__.:;:,-;:~ .:ij

... ~

_

The Panel heard that there are some situations where children may be in need of
protection, and these situations are not covered adequately in the current legislation.
These situations

inclu~e

behaviour and ..characteristics of c.aregivers which may

increase the likelihood of harm to· children. A child may be in need of protection if
such behaviour and characteristics are present and are associated with ·physical,
developmental or emotional harm. It is difficult to separate· physical,· dev~lopmental
and emotional harm.
March 1998
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NEGLECT

Opinions varied significantly as;!-to
whether
neglect
is included in the Act. There was
.,
'
.
agreement, however, that practice regarding intervention in neglect cases is
inconsistent. Even if the Act could be interpreted to cover neglect leading to physical
harm, it does not cover neglect leading to developmental or emotional harm.

18
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Special reference to the term n~giect a$ a separate heading in the Act will emphasize
that it is a ground for protection. The Panel received many requests that neglect be
included in the Act and that the terril be defined with examples. The Panel considered
the disadvantages of a descriptive ·ust, namely, a list may restrict professional
judgment and may fail to cover all neglectful situations. The Panel concluded that the
need to move toward a common understanding of neglect across all sectors of the
province was important.

Therefore the Panel has recommended that neglect be

· defined with examples . .

19
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EMOTIONAL ABUSE
·The definition of emotional harm in the present Act is seldom used because the test
is too onero.us. The present test which focusses on symptoms of the child should be ·
replaced by a test which

fo~us~~~.. on
.

. . ·:

:~!" -~~r

i·

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ·

. '~

.:.

the behaviours of the caregiver .
_:

' "/

!

The Panel gave very careful consideration to the inclusion of exposure to domestic
violence as a ground for protection. Educators, health professionals and agencies, as
well as a review of literature, indicate that children exposed to violence are at an
increased risk of abuse and long-term emotional harm.

20
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The Panel discussed the complexity of ~omestic violence issues with individuals who
. work with these children and with their families. There was acknowledgement that
these children do suffer. At the same time, there was awareness that the caregiv~r
who is also a victim should not be blamed for the behaviour of the perpetrator.

After careful consideration the Panel has recommended that exposure. to domestic
violence should be included as a ground for protection. The Panel cannot ignore the
significant negative impact that this behaviour has on a child. An intervention when
a parent is ttie victim, not the perpetrator, of the violence, may revictimize that parent.
The Panel recommends that the legislation provide for the removal of the perpetrator
of the violence. The court must have the ability to order restraining orders at any time
and for longer periods.

21
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PAST HISTORY

Both the child welfare and the justice system acknowledge the critical importance of
past history to their decision-making.

Experience and research suggest that past

behaviour is the best predictor of future behaviour. The current system wastes time
and duplicates effort in its failure to provide effective means by which to share and
utilize past history.

The potential caregiver's past history should be considered when

-determining whether the person will be given the opportunity to care for

chil~ren.

ASSESSMENTS

In some situations a judge may require an assessment which goes beyond the
expertise of the protection worker. These assessments may be necessary at any stage
in the proceedings. The results of these assessments should be admissible in any
proceeding related to any child.

' • t'

22
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There were concerns about the inappropriate use of assessments which lead to
unnecessary delays. If the assessment provided'" by the protection worker is adequate,
further non-agency assessments should not be ordered. WheJ:~ th~ assessments are
appropriate the areas for assessment should be specified. In order to reduce delay, a
realistic time frame for the completion of the assessment should be established.
·.•.

' I

. ,r.. . ..

·,

- ·

-~ - '

·· ··· ·. ' .

CHILD-CENTRED PLANS OF CARE

Each child in the protection system should have a plan of care which has goals and
measurable outcomes. From the outset, permanency should be a key con'sideration.
All parties who wish to accept responsibility for the child, including the parents, should

23
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be responsible for identifying appropriate goals and how these goals will be achieved •
..

Any person proposing an alternate plan to the agency plan must file a plan of their
own. All parties affected by the decision must have a clear understanding of their
responsibilities and be held accountable for achieving them.
.I

As a general principle, the system should be ·focussed on the long-term care of the
child from entry into the child protection system • . A plan of care should be developed
at the outset and should be utilized by the agency and court continually throughout the
process. Given that continuity ofcare.is ·important for any child, the court must be
notified of residency and school changes while the child·is in care.

It may be difficult for some parents to formulate

a plan

of care. Therefore it will be

necessary
to provide parents with easily understood ·forms. It will be imperative that
I
duty counsel be ava!lable to assist unrepresented clients.
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PERMANENCY PLANNING
·"

Currently, long·t~rm· planning does not begin until after a finding that the child is in
need of protection. There are long delays .before the plan is implemented. During this
period a child may·be moved frequently from o.ne temporary placement to another.

more~ .urgenl

The younger the child, the

,',~ · ' l.·:~{f~5f7~'

~

is the need for permanence.

; ;'j, ,

I

~

.·

~ ;,

Experts in the
I

.

field advise·that it is v!tal forlchil(:ffen·to' form a meaningful, long·term relationship with
at least one person.

If children do not do so, they are likely to . suffer serious

developmental harm. Therefore, it is imperative tflat youn_g children

~re

placed in a

permanent setting as soon as possible. The present Act limits the amount of time a
child is in the care of the agency to a-maximum of twenty·four months. The Act also
requires a judge to be satisfied before making an order of crown wardship that the
parents' situation is unlikely to change within a period of time not exceeding twenty·
four months. These_sections have come to be known as "the twenty-four month
rule". Although referred to as "a rule" it was apparently intended in legislation as a
maximum time allowed ·for decision·maki.ng leading to crown wardship.
unfortunate for many children that this "rule" has reportedly

beco~e

It is

a standard in

many parts of the province.
.

i,
.
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Children should not be left in temporary situations any longer than· is necessary.
.

.

Permanence should be achieved as soon. as possible within the legislated timeframes.
The legislation must indicate that the calculation of the length of time in care must be
based on the accumulation of aU·periods in care. Too often an. application fpr crown
wardship is not made

until. theJ!~e ·order~ for society wardship has ended.

The child

may be in tempOrary care for months until the crown wardship hearing is completed.
This unnecessary delay can be eliminated by a requirement that an application must
be completed before the expiry of a society wardship order and by the use of strictly
enforced judicial case management.

;.·
'I

•. •

:·

!
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ADJOURNMENTS

There was considerable concern expressed from all sectors about the number of
adjournments granted in court proceedings. There often did not appear to be a valid
reason for the adjournment.
perma~ency

Adjournments contribute to unnecessary delay in

planning.

ADOPTION WITH CONTACT

For some children, adoption is a reas.onable and permanent solution to their future.
Early decisions will allow children an opportunity for adoption in a more reasonable
timeframe.

Early intervention and decision·making will reduce the likelihood of

permanent physical and emotional impairment.
'

J' .

. ·.',

:'

'i, : . ' :' .

,.
Current legislation prohibits the adoption of children with access orders. The granting

of access when children are made crown wards varies widely across the province; in
some areas access is regularly granted despite the present presumption against ~ccess.
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The 1996 provincial crown ward review reports that access is exercised fiftY-five
percent of the time. This IJleans that there are ·a significant number of children who
are deprived of the adoption option and at the same time .receive no benefit from their.
access order.

A

numb~r

of parents in ·child protection proceedings may be more willing to agree to

the permanent placement of children if there is ·some form of contact or access
.available. In private

adoption~,

many birth parents continue to have varied forms of

access and contact with their children. At the same ~ime the Panel hea·rd the concern
that adoptive parents may be less willing to adopt children with special needs if they
are required to provide ongoing direct access to the birth family.
A range of access or contact sdlutio~s should be considered by the Ministry. Forms
I

.

.

of contact could incl~de indirect contact carried out by exchange of information, letters
or photographs.

The Ministry should ensure that financial concerns are not an impediment to adoption.
For example, foster caregivers who are willing to adopt a child with special needs
should not be unable to adopt by reason of family finances.
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' .

. INTERIM ORDERS

It is important that decisions about a child's interim care be made as early as possible.
The Panel heard that
•

the~e·:.is· ·~t~ide
!' v~rian'
... ce ~ ~,.practice in the procedures adopte·d for
i

':;;

!

interim care and interim access motions. Some courts hear oral evidence; other courts ·
rely on affidavits but allow lengthy cross-examinations on the affidavits.

These

procedures can lead to lengthy delays before a decision is made about the child's
interim placement.

The requirement for

interim plans of care will focus both the society and the parents

on the long-term needs of the child from the beginning of the process.· .It will also
provide the court at an earlier stage with better information on which orders may be
29
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J

•

•

• •

based. This change will contribute to continuity of care for the child and focus the
entire process on the child.

As with all other decisions regarding care of and access to a child, .the sole criteria for
decision-making at this interim stage should be the child's best interests.

There is no test in the present legislation for determining when an interim order can
'

be varied; this omis_sion has lead ,to some confusion and discrepancies in interpretation
and practice.
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'· · {'

SUPERVISION ORDERS
"'fhe Panel heard that supervision orders intended to secure the ongoing safety and
well-being of the child were often ineffective and not enforced.

The terms of

supervision orders must be consistent with the plan of care. If the terms in the plan
of care are included in the supervision order, all parties will be more accountable to .the
court.

Agencies should be required to monitor the implementation of these orders. Protection
· workers must know where the child lives, be able to see the child at any time and be
allowed to enter the home unannounced. If this authoritY is not explicit.fy stated
parents will be able to refus~ t~.Fi.Worker ~ccess to the child when such access may
be necessary.
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SOCIETY WARDSHIP

As with

sup~rvision

orders, it is important that the goals and anticipated

outcom~s

of

the plan of care be incorporated into orders of society 'wardship. Otherwise, there is
no
, means to ensure that the plan of care which includes both agency and parental
obligations is impler:nented. This requirement will focus all parties ·on the actions
necessary to achieve permanency for the child ·.
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ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS .

The current effectiveness of orders is undermined by the lack of enforcement. There
must be enforcement to ensure that orders are taken seriously.

All orders with

respect to care, supervision and access must be enforced. This includes orders and
agreements made in another province with respect to families who move into Ontario.
There should be an ability for the judge to vary an order in the event that services are
unavailable.

Many of the presenters voiced their frustration about a system which holds the agency
fully accountable, when it is the parents who have failed to fulfill their responsibilities.
When parents fail to comply with court-ordered terms, the onus o.r obligation to explain
the non-compliance should be placed on the parents.
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DUTY TO REPORT

The duty of the public and professionals to report is an essential element of the child
protection system. Members of the public and professionals have stated that they are
confused by the present legis,latipn.· Tf)ey ~o· not know what and when they have an
5.;:·

f; ·(.

f

'

obligation to report. This confusion is particularly the case where there may be a
' suspicion of abuse qr neglect without proof or where an agency may alrea~y be
involved.

The purpose of the duty to report is to notify the agency that a child may need
prote<?tion. This duty presently ove;rides all professional privileges with the exception
of solicitor-and-client privileges. Lawyers should not be exempt unless the duty to
report will interfere with the lawyer's ability to represent his or her client in a child
protection proceeding.

Investigation is the role of the agency.

The person making ttie report should not .

conduct his or her own investigation or interrogation of the child.

Repeated

: ;!_ /

!;:

i.

-·~1··:·
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interrogations of a child may have a negative impact on the child and may compromise
the police or agency investigation.

~he Panel believes that failure to report should continue to be an offence. The duty

to report and the penalties for not reporting should be placed together in -the Act. This
will assist in clarification and simplification.

It should continue to be an ·offence for both professionals and the public to fail to
report abuse or suspicion of abuse. Since professionals have extensive training and
are subject to rules of professional conduct, they have a higher responsibility than the
public to report their suspicions.

The Panel's recommendations regarding duty to r~port, in the context -of the Pan~l's
expanded definition .of a child in need of protection, will require an increase in
resources. Experience in the United States has shown that increased reporting without
accompanying resources leaves children at more risk. This is because resources are
·,

'·!"

directed to investigation rather than treatment. Education, training and protocols will
also be necessary.
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INFORMATION AND RECORDS

Early access to accurate and relevant information is important to an effective agency
investigation. Early access to personal information may reveal that it is not necessary
to remove a child from his or her home. The Panel received a consistent message that
Part VIII must be updated and proclaimed. The Panel would encourage the Ministry
to determine the extent to which Part VIII should be revised and to proclaim the
revised provisions. The Panel suggests that the recommendations on information and .
records in protection matters be included in Part Ill following the provisions on duty to
report.

r. : ;._. .-.

··:. ~ ,o:.t~·,~... .. '.

. .;

. ,' I '

The P~nel recognizes thaf tl'ie're .are · significant concerns rai~ed by increasing the
accessibility to personal information.

It is the Panel's position that the safew,

protection and well-being of children must always take precedence. Confidentiality
and personal privacy rights should be safeguarded where possible; however, the
protection of children must be paramount.

An expanded duty ·to report will

~e

of little value if the agencies cannot obtain

information necessary to properly assess and investigate. Representatives from·many
agencies reported that information sharing without the consent of a parent, or any
other person, was necessary for effective child protection. Many submissions called
for expeditious procedures to obtain information and for the elimination of court
applications to obtain relevant information.
.

·'- ; · ;
, .,.._;

·:' • f·t
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Professionals such a~ educators and health care providers expressed frustration with
ttie current system which does not provide feedback after a report is made. Many of
these individuals work with these children on a daily basis. This information is often
necessary for the ongoi.ng support and monitoring of the child's care.

In order to encourage reporting and information sharing it is necessary to clarify that
those acting in good faith will not be held liable in a civil action.

The Panel supports the development of an. interactive database for use by child welfare
agencies. The Panel consistently heard that the existing Child Abuse Register is not
an effective tool for the investigation and tracking of abuse.
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INVESTIGATION

The agency should be given reasonable access to the child during an investigation.
This is a much less intrusive alternative than apprehension.
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· APPREHENSION

There is a range of practice among agencies regarding the use of warrants to
apprehend a child. The Panel)1~ard ~ubmissions th13t in some areas a warr~nt is
:·

J •t' j·'

.,

•

•

•

•

..

routinely obtained prior to apprehension, while in others it is seldom obtained. The
legislation is confusing with respect to when a warrant of apprehension is required
'and when it is not. The test should be simpler anc~ should be consistent with the
statement of principles.

The process required to obtain a warrant in some jurisdictions can lead to unnecessary
delay in early decisive intervention. Con~erns were expressed that considerations
which lead to the granting of a warrant vary widely. This variation was noted both
within the same jurisdiction and across different jurisdictions.

The Panel believes that well-trained child protection workers are the most appropriate
persons to make decisions to apprehend provided there are appropriate consultative
I

>··, .·

mechanisms within agerici~s : '. · · ·:•
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After an apprehension, the common practice on the first court appearance is for all
parties to request an adjournn:tent due to the lack of preparation time and the
.
.
.
availability of information. A ·longer period of time would allow all parties to address
·' · (

the child's immediate needs, collect and present required information and develop an
appropriate plan of care.

CIVIL PROCEEDING

The present hearing process as currently set out constitutes an impediment to early .
and permanent planning for the care of a child.
41
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Strong emphasis is placed on the finding of a need for protection and not on the plan ·
of care, which is required only after a finding of protection has been made.

The current bifurcated {two-step) hearing leads both to longer hearings and greater
possibility of delay if it is necessary for a witnes~ . to re-attend: There is a duplication
of evidence which woul~ be
· avoided.·if a · witness· could testify fully on a single
. ..
occasion. The separation of the two parts. of the protection · hearing is based on a
criminal model, that is, a finding of guilt followed by sentencing. A child protection
hearing should be based on .a civil model, not on a criminal model. This current
bifurcated hearing prevents early consideration of a permanent plan • .

There is a need for more flexibility in the process and for the elimination of
·unnecessary formality in order to arrive at an expeditious and permanent resolution.
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EVIDENCE

A court should be able to receive the evidence of the child without the necessity of the
child being present in the courtroom. The legal test for admissibility of a child's 9ut-of- ·
· court statement should be reliability and the test for necessity should be eliminated.

The protection worker is responsible for preparing and· presenting an assessment. It
is importan~ th~t the court receive the opinion .of the protection worker to evaluate
the worker's assessment of the child's circumstances. The court will be able to decide
on the weight to be given to this opinion, based on the worker's professional
.·

.··.;-·.:

qualifications, knowledge, e~perience arid familiarity with relevant literature.
Protection workers can be cross-examined and held accountable for their assessments.

The hearing

sho~ld

be conducted in the most expeditious manner possible. The court

should utilize summary judgements, written forms, electronic filing, affidavits and
teleconferences. Affidavit evidence should be used unless there is a demonstrated
need for oral evidence.

.'"·.: ~- , :'
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JUDICIAL CASE MANAGEMENT

The current system of administrative and judicial management in the courts contributes
to unnecessary delays in child welfare proceedings. In many multi-judge courts, cases.
move from judge to judge. The
lawyers must update the. presiding judge at each court
. . . ..
'

' ~·

• ,

~~

;

I

•

attendance. Cases are frequ43ntly adjourned without sufficient consideration of or
focus on the effect of the delay on the child.

Implementation of judicial case management would allow the same judge to assume
responsibility and accountability for the procedural and substantive decisions in the
case.

March 1998
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MEDIATION

The legal syster:n is adver:saric:di complex, costly and time-consuming. Mediatic;m can
reduce the litigious aspects of conflict resolution through co-operative and non"

coercive problem solving. This can lead to the earlier resolution of child protection
disputes and the meaningful involvement of parents and, where appropriate,

children~

The protection, safety and 'v!'ell-being of the child must be the primary objective of all
mediated agreements
I

''\
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LEGISLATIVE REVIEW

The Panel heard repeatedly that the current legislation did not contain a provision
requiring a review of the interpretation and implementation of the legislation. A timely
and ongoing review of this legislation is required.

NATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
The Panel met with members .from a wide range of Native communities.

These

communities were located both on reserve and off reserve, and included remote, rural
and urban environments. The Panel encountered a diverse range of opinions during
these consultations.
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The Panel was made aware of a number of circumstances which . might make
implementation. of the Panel's recommendations in some of
problematic~·

For example, the

r~commendations

the~e

communities

with respect to timeframes may be

impossible to.achieve in communities where a circuit judge visits onl_v onc;;e a month.

.. .

..

Recommendations with respect to temporary care, access and adoption will need
'

careful consideration in the context of the value placed on the responsibility of the
extended community to

Protection

~f

~upport

families and children.

Native children will at times require removal from their family home. The

Panel was told that placement of these · child ref! in Native foster homes is made
impossible by foster care standards not attainable in some of these communities.
Similarly, in several areas, services to Native children and families are limited and
1

difficult to access.

Many of the presentations expressed the hope that the Panel's review would cause the
Province to reconsider

curre~t

legislation and practice including the current · legal

system, as it relates to recognition of Native values and rights. Specifically the Panel
• ., 11•

was made aware of the ·need .to resoive issues ·related to designation of Native child
welfare agencies, the role of. bands and councils, customary care and treatment of off.

reserve

.

Na~iye

.

..

children . .

The Panel does not. believe it is within its mandate or its timeframes to make carefully
considered recommendations with respect to these very important issues.
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expects that the ongoing review of Native child weJfare will also identify these, and
other issues and make appropriate recommendations.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The. Panel was asked to address both legislative and non-legh;lative recommendations
which would improve .t he protection and well-being of children in Ontario.. The ~anel
is aware that the Ministry has initiated other actions which will address these issues.
The Panel expects thc;~t these reports, and other M'i nistry initiatives, may address the
following non-legislative recommendations. However, the Panel believes that the
.
.
following recommendations are important and will serve to support and emphasize the
need to implement these other efforts.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

It is imperative that changes to the legislation be followed by extensive education and
training of all sectors involved in child welfare. The Panel's review demonstrated that
there was considerable variance in practice with respect to the implementation of the
existing legislation, including the. duty to report, information-sharing and intervention.
There was strong
.

consen~us
.

' ..

.th.at ongoing and comprehensive training would have

Hit(.

I

•

.l

•

increased the consistency.
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Child protection workers play a key role in the protection of Ontario's children. They
require the education, support and recognition necessary to do this job well.

Post-

~

secondary curriculum pla.ces little emphasis on child protection.

FOSTER CARE

There are many who wifl raise concern that the. implement~tio!'l of these
recommendations may increase the number of children in care~ However, the intent
of the . Panel's recommendations is that early identifi~ation and intervention

will

increase the opportunity for children to remain with their families. When this is not
possible, it is the Panel's expectation that early permanency _planning

will increase the

children's opportunities for eariJ~r stability and adoption .
. ·.

;
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For those children who must be taken into care there must be a network
safe and nurturing homes in which these children may be placed.

of stable,

The Panel was

made aware of several ·major issues regarding the current foster care system, including
frequent moves and variability in :the. quality of care. The Panel believes that the
number
of moves while in care
·.
'

ca~ . be reduced if children are assessed accurately
and
.

placed in environments suitable for their needs. Appropriate training and support of
foster caregivers will assist in maintaining a stable system of foster care.

FUNDING AND RESOURCES.

The Ministry has an ongoing responsibility to provide leadership in the form of
legislation, funding, standards, compliance and monitoring. The Panel expects that the
accountability review will address a number of these issues.

Many individuals and groups suggested that the existing legislation has ·not been as
effective as intended because of the lack of services. The decision to intervene by
agencies is affected by their available resources. Legislative change alone will have
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minimal positive. impact without the funding necessary to provide both mandated
protection services and necessary support services •.

CHILDREN .OVER 16
'

The Panel inte~iewed n::-any youth who are or have been in care throughout the
province. Many described th.eir frustration and dissatisfaction with a system which
fails to address the safety and protection needs of young people betweer:1 the ages of
16 and 18, and which fails to support. them beyond the level of secondary educ·ation.
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RESEARCH

The Panel was made aware of the limited amount of relevant data about the Ontario
child protection system and the effect of intervention. Both the child protection and
justice systems require ongoing iJ'l~ormation about what is known, based on research,
regarding effective interventjon·~. : ::~.
.

., '

•'

JUDICIAL EXPERTISE

Child welfare is a complex field. Judges involved in these proceedings must make
critical decisions that affect the lives of children and their families. In order to make
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informed decisions a thorough and current understanding of issues affecting child
welfare practice and policy should be encouraged •.

TRIBUNALS

The Panel heard submissions that child protection matters could more appropriately
be heard -by Specialized tribunals, rather than by courts. The tribunals would consist
.

'

of persons with · knowledge and expertise ·in the areas of child development, child
health
•. Trib.
unals can be more
protection and children's.meotc;~l.
:'
,.
.' .
. :
. informal, less technical,
\'

~

: :' ~ ..

and Jess adversarial.

The Panel gave careful .consideration to a recommendation for t~e creation of tribunals·
on
a .pilot basis. Hqwever,
the. Panel believes
this
action : is
premature. • ... The. . Panel
.
.
.
..
. . .
. ·.
.has
~

~

'

recommended significant changes to achieve more efficient and effective court
processes. If these changes resu.l t in Improved decision-making for ·chilc.tren, tr.ibunals
would not be a preference.

·March ·1998
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CONCLUSION
These recommendations are intended to improve protection of children through earlier
intervention, more effective services to families and timely decision-making. The Panel
supports the following statement in UNICEF's State of the World's Children 1990

Report:

*failure to protect the physiqal, mental and emotional development of
children is the principal means by which humanity's difficulties are
compounded and its problems perpetuated/F.

The Panel's hope is that children will be safe from harm and that the opportunities for
children to have secure, affectionate and nurturing care will be maximized.
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LIST OF LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS BY SECTION IN THE
CHIW AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT
WITH LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE FROM OTHER JURISDICTIONS

.·
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES: CFSA S.1

The Panel recommends that the declaration of principles be reworded to include the following
paramount purpose and other purposes as·follows:
• The paramount purpose of 'this Act is to ensure each child's entitlement
to safety, protection and well-being.
• The secondary purposes of this Act are:
•
to recognize that a family is the preferred environment for the care and upbringing of
a child and the responsibility for the safety, protection and well-being of each child
· rests primarily with the parents
if, with available support services, a family can ensure the safety, protection and
well-being of the child, to provide such support services
• to recognize that the least disruptive intervention for the chHd that 'is available and
appropriate should be considered
• to make decisions relating to the child in a timely manner that respects the child's
stage of development, the child's views, the child's needs and the importance of
stability, continuity and permanence in the child's care
• to preserve, where pdssiti"ie, the ' cultural, racial, religious and linguistic identity of the
child
·
·
• to recognize that Native people should be entitled to provide, wherever P.Osslble, their
own child ~ family services, and that all services to Native children and families
should be provided in a manner that recognizes their culture, heritage and traditions
and the concept of extended family
(Reference: British.Columbia S.2(b))

CHILDREN OVER 16: CFSA S.37(1l

The Panel recommends that the definition of child in Part Ill should include children aged 16 and 17.

BEST INTERESTS: CFSA S.37(3l

The Panel recommends that best interests be the sole criteria for making orders of supervision,
wardship and access, including interim orders.
The criteria should include:
•
the child's entitlement to safety, protection and well-being as the paramount
consideration
•
the child's physical, mental, developmental and emotional needs and the appropriate
plan of care to meet those needs
•
the importance of stability, continuity and permanence in the child's care as early as
reasonably possiblf! ~ ;f< '{ '· · · 1

•

•
•
•

the quality of the relationship the child' has with a parent, sibling or other person,
the Importance to the child of maintaining tlie relationship and the effect of
maintaining the relationship on ~he stability, continuity and permanence of the child's
care
the effect on the child if there is delay in making a decision
the child's views and wishes if they can be reasonably ascertained
the child's cultural,o;racial, religious and linguistic identity
} ~"

.. ...... ·_.1 •• •

SUBSTANTIAL .RISK: CFSA 37(2)(b)(d){g)
The Panel recommends that the test of substantial risk should be eliminated and replaced by another
less onerous test
appropriate. Words such as "likelihood of risk'" have been suggested and may
be more appropriate.
(Reference: British Columbia S.13)

as

EXPANSION OF

~ROUNDS

FOR PROTECTION: CFSA S.37(2)

The Panel recommends that the grounds for finding a child in need of protection be expanded to
include physical, developmental or emotional harm, or the· risk of such harm as a result of:
· •
the mental, emotional or developmental condition of the parent or any person having
charge of the child
•
the age or leyel of maturity of the parent or any person having charge of the child
•
significant alcohol or drug abuse by the parent or any person .having charge of the
child
• · a history of ~riminal acts against any child by the parent or any person having
·
charge of the child
a history of abuse or neglect of any child by the parent or any person having charge
•
of the child
·

NEGLECT: NEW
The Panel recommends that neglect and risk of neglect be explicitly included as a ground for
protectif;m. Neglect should be linked to physical, developmental or emotional harm. The definition
of neglect should include a non-exhaustive list including the following factors:
•
failure to provide the necessities of life such as adequate living conditions, adequate .
nutrition, adequate educati01'1 and adequate medical care
_
·
failure to provide adequate affection, adequate emotional support and adequate
•
· .
stimulation
failure to adequately supervise,- protect or control ·the child
•
(Reference: Manitoba S.17, New Brunswick S.31, Newfoundland 8.2, Nova Scotia S.22(2)(j)
Prince Edward Isfan~ S. 1 (2)(h))
·

il

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: NEW

The Panel recommends that exposure to family· violence be included as a separate ground for
protection.
The Panel recommends that the Act authorize the removal of the perpetrator from the child's
·
residence.
The Panel recommends the Act allow interim and final restraining orders. The duration of restraining
orders should be extended to twelve months.
(Reference: Nova Scotia S.22(i), Prince Edward Island S.1(2)(i), Saskatchewan S.11 (a)(viJI

EMOTIONAL ABUSE: CFSA S.37(2)(f)

· The Panel recommends th&t the present te~t for emotional abuse be eliminated and replaced by the
following list of considerations:
.
.
•
a pattern of rejection of the child
•
a pattern of humiliating and belittling the child
•
a pattern of threats of harm and accusations towards the child
•
the reinforcement or rewarding of criminal or anti-social behaviour by the child

INVESTIGATION: CFSA S.40

The Panel recommends that where a child protection agency cannot gain acceSs to or have contact
with a child, the agency may apply to the court for an order directing the location, time and other
requirements of such access or contact.
The Panel recommends that the orders to produce be expanded to permit the court to order that the
child be produced to the couit or to another appropriate location or perso·n.

APPREHENSION: CFSA S.40(2)

The Panel recommends that the requirement to obtain a warrant to apprehend a child be eliminated.

APPREHENSION:CFSA S.40(7)
The Panel recommends that the present test for apprehending a child be replaced by a less onerous
test of reasonable and probable grounds to believe a child is in need of protection and there is no ·
less disruptive way of ensuring the child's safety, protection and well-being.

CIVIL PROCEEDING: (NEW)

The Panel recommends that the process is (a) civil in nature and (b) as informal as a court may
allow. No order shall be set aside because of any informality at the hearing.
(Reference: Manitoba S. 36, British Columbia S. 66)
Iii

TIME OF DETENTI_ON LIMITED: CFSA S.46(1)
The Panel recommends that the first court appearance after apprehension be changed from five days
to ten days.

EVIDENCE: CFSA S.50 NEW
The Panel recommends that the legislation permit the court to make orders concerning the admission
of a child's evidence, as appropriate, Including:
'
•
' use of out of c~urt statements by the child as a preference over a child's oral
testimony in court
•
· use of the test of reliability, not necessity, for out-of-court statements
•
directions regarding the pref!eryce of others during oral testimony
•
use of child friendly strategies when a child must testify
(Reference: British COlumbia S.67J ·
The Panel recommends that leglsla~ion allow the admissibility of the protection worker's opinion
which formed the basis 'for any intervention. The court determines the appropriate weight to be
given to the opinion of the worker.
·
·, ·

... ., .....

The Panel recommends that the use of available and ·approprlate technology be encouraged, in order
to·facl!itate more efficient processes and hearings.
·

The Panel recommends that affidavit evidence b13 used unless there Is a demonstrated need for
.oral evide_nee.
·,

I

PAST HISTORY: CFSA S.60
The Panel recommends that evidence regarding the past parenting and past conduct of caregivers be
admissible at any stage of the court proceeding including the interim motion, the finding and the ·
disposition.

BIFURCATED HEARING: CFSA S. 50(2) .
The Panel recommends that the requirement of a bifurcated hearing be eliminated and changed to a .
single, early hearing to determine the need for protection and the making of an appropriate order. ·
·
·(Reference: British Columbia S.40)

INTERIM ORDERS: CFSA S.51
The Panei recommends that the int.erim care and access motion should be decided within thirty days
from the commencement of Ci>Urt ;applicatiOn; . The eviden.ce should be presented-in written form.
Interim plans of care should be filed by the agency and the parents. The best interests test should
be the basis for decision-making.

lv

The Panel recommends that the test for the variation of an interim order be stated In the Act as a
material change "in circumstances.
(Reference: British Columbia S.35)

ADJOURNMENTS: CFSA S.51
The Panel recommends that adjournment~ .~.hould be permitted for valid reasons only. The impact of
the delay on a child should be consid~ref.~~fore a/1 adjournment is granted. ·.

ASSESSMENTS: CFSA S.54
The Panel recommends that the legislation ~ amended to permit non-agency assessments at any
time during the court proceedings. The assessment reports should be admissible in any proceeding
related to any child •
. The Panel' also recommends that the judge specify the reasons why an assessment is necessary In
addition to the protection worker's evidence and opinion. The assessment order must specify the
areas of.concern to ·be addressed and the time period for completion and filing .of the report.

PLANS OF CARE: CFSA S.56
The Panel recommends that plans of care must be filed by the agency and by any person with an
alternate plan. These plans must be filed when requesting an interim or final order of supervision
and wardship. The plans of care must contain goals, services, measurable outcomes ~nd
timefram~s . The plans should be child-centred and attainable.
·
The Panel recommends that the plans of care filed at a status review hearing must co'ntain
information about changes in placement and school.

PERMANENCY PLANNING: CFSA S.S7(S)AND 5.70
The Panel recommends that the maximum period for society wardship should be based on the child's
age as follows:
twelve months for children under age two
eighteen months for children age two to four
•
twenty-four months for children age five and over
The legislation must indicate that the calculation of the length of time in care must be based on the
accumulation of all periods in care.
The Panel recommends that the Section 57(6) be repealed to eliminate the need to show that
circumstances are unlikely to change within the next twenty-four months.
(Reference: British Columbia S.45)
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SUPERVISION ORDERS: CFSA S.57(8)

The Panel recommends that there be a standard form for supervision orders.
Every supervision _order shall contain the following terms:
•
the protection worker has the right t~ enter the residence. where the child is living at
any t'me, announced or unannounced
•
the child protection worker has the right to access to the child at any time
•
the parents must notify the agency in advance of any change 'of the child's
residence
The following terms should be considered in each case:
details of the treatment and service to be obtained for the child or the parents as set
out In the plan of care
•
the expectations placed on all patties as set out in the plan of care
•
any restrictions on ~:who may liye·or have contact with the child

SOCIETY WARDSHIP: CFSA S.57(8) NEW

The Panel recommends that the legislation be ame'nded to permit terms to be -included in society
wardship orders.

CROWN WARDSHIP WITH ACCESS: CFSA S.59

Access with a crown wardship order should only be made where access is beneficial to the child.

CROWN WARD; CONTINUING CARE: CFSA S.71(2)

The Panel recommends that extended care and maintenance be extended to provide support for
yo.ung persons in care until the completion of undergraduate level training or equivalent or age 23,
whichever comes first. ·
·

DUTY TO REPORT: CFSA 5.72

The Panel recommends that the duW to report and penalties should be placed at the beginning of
Part Ill.
•1 :; _;,.;..
. !
The Panel also recommends that the Act be amended to include the following requirements:
•
everyone has a duty to report a suspicion that a child is or may be in need of
protection
•
the report must be made promptly and must include particulars of the facts _
upon
which· the suspiCion is based
•
the duty may not be delegated to another person ·
•
the duty to report is a continuing obligation and includes the duty to report new
suspicions
the duty includes a duty to report breaches of supervision orders
•
it is not the duty of the informant to investigate or validate the suspicion
•
failure to report is an offence for both professionals and the public
•
professionals should have a higher financial penalty and should be reported to their
•
vi
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professional organizations ·
the duty to report should override the solicitor-and-client privilege, unless- the
communication to .t he solicitor was made during or related to a protection hearing

CHILD ABUSE REGISTER: CFSA S.75

The Panel recommends that when an interactive database is implemented, the provisions requiring
the Child Abuse Register be repealed.

ADOPTION WITH CONTACT: CFSA S.140(2)

The Panel recommends that the legislation be amended to expand the permanent placement of
children through adoption with contact and/or access orders where appropriate.
The Panel also recommends that subsidized adoptions be more available for children with special
. needs and for foster caregivers who are willing but financially unable to adopt children.

INFORMATION AND RECORDS: CFSA PART VIII NEW

The Panel recommends that the Act 'should.'be amend~d to include a new provision in Part Ill that
authorizes child protection agencies to ha.ve access to information and records about a person,
without that person's consent or a court order, in the following circumstances:
•
if the information Is believed to be necessary to investigate allegations that a child is
or may be in need of protection
•
for the purpose of a proceeding or possible proceeding under Pait Ill of the CFSA
if the information is necessary for monitoring court orders
•
The Panel recommends that the Act permit the child protection agencies, at their discretion, to share
information about the outcome of the investigation with the source of-the report.
The Panel recommends that the legislation protect persons who report and share information from all
civil liability provided they have acted in good faith.
·

ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS: NEW

The Panel recommends that there be a requirement to rf!turn .matters to court as soon as there is
non-compliance with court ordered terms.
The Panel recommends that the legislation include a provision for the recognition and enforcement of
out-of-province orders and agreements.
The Panel recommends that where a parent Is non-compliant with provisions of a supervision order
there be a reverse onus on the parent to,justify·th'e child remaining in the parent's care.

vii

LEGISLATIVE REVIEW: NEW
The Panel recommends that the Act require a review of the implementation of the legislation to
assess its Interpretation, application' and· Impact on· ehild protection. The review should be conducted
every three years. The Ministry shouid bagrn Immediately to outline data requir~tments and to ensure
collection and evaluation of suc.h data. This review shouldlnclude an assessment of"the availability ·
. of services
and resources.
'··
.
'

JUDICIAL CASE MA-NAGEMENT: NEW
The Panel recommends that the Attorney General adopt. a system of judicial case management which
· includes:
·
judicial caseflow management of each case from lntake to trial
•
assignment to the judge at time of filing.
· ·
same judge assignment to each case
•
more judicial responsibility for the process
•
a focus on early resolution of the case ·
•
timetable driven process
•
. collaboration among the_judicial, legal and administrative sectors
•

..

The Panel recommends that child protection proceedings should have priority In court scheduling.
Trials should be scheduled on consecutive days from commencement to conclusion.

MEDIATION: NEW
, The Panel recommends that the legislation -require the courts to consider mediation In appropriate
· circumstances.
' .·. · tr:t~r- ':·
·/
(Reference: British Columbia S. ~2): • •·
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Judge Heather Katarynych
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Bina Ostoff, london Battered Women's Advocacy Centre
Or. Marlies Sudermann, LondontFamilyiCiinic ·j
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Dr. James Cairns, Office of the Chief boroner

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS SENT TO THE PANEL
Ac~demic: 4
Community: 6
Education: 28
Health: 11
Justice: 17
Social Service: 18
Union: 2

-·;'· . ;

LocatiOns of

i:c;cus Grouos. OraJ presentations and IDtervjaws

Hamilton
Niagara Region
ottawa
Owen Sound
Peel
Pikangikum First Nations
Sioux Lookout
Sudbury
Thunder. Bay
Toronto
Windsor
Focus Groups by Teleconference ,
Cornwall
Kingston
Oral Presentations and Interviews
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

lawyers for parents, children and child protection agencies
frontline workers, supervisors, managers and Executive Directors of child
· protection agencies
youth in care, in independent living or living at home
_youth ad~ocates
parents
foster c~regivers
women's advocates including shelter workers
law professors
·
N.a tive community including Native·women advocates
Francophone community
multicultural community
family support services
mental health professionals including assessors
public health/high risk nurses
judges/justices
family mediators
•
•.

...=f.:

Sectors RePresented In Focus Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·•

frontline child protection worker
counsel for parents
teacher or guidance counsellor
medical doctor
counsel for child
children's mental health professional
foster caregiver
police .officer
family support service provider
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Biographies of Panel Members
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Hector Colantoni is a Detective with the Metropolitan Toronto
physical and sexual abuse for the 14 Division Youth Bureau.
chair of a district child abuse and. neglect protocol· committee
children's aid society workers, educators and parole officers.
Richard Ferron is a public school principal in .North Bay. He is a member of the Community Project for
Children, a group of Nipissing District chil~ren's agencies that is working to promote healttw growth
and development of children. He is also a member of Family First Forum, a community group dedicat.ed
to addressing family and children's issues. Mr. Ferron was a co-winner of the Leadership in Education
·Award from Reader's Digest Canada in 1995.
Dirk Huyer is physician with the Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect (SCAN) program at the Hospit~l
for Sick Children in To'ronto and a lecturer with the department of pediatrics at the University of
Toronto. He has extensive experience in diagnosing child abuse and providing expert opinion in legal
cases concerning child abuse. Dr. Huyer is also an Ontario Coroner.
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